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Contact

Paul Pryce: Writer/Co-Director

Email: paul@paulpryce.com

Tel: 646 579 2994

Visit us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram  
@thedeliverermovie
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Logline: 
When a desperate fisherman fails to stop a corrupt 
Government from destroying his village, he 
brokers a deal with a mysterious drug runner to 
traffic cocaine across Serpents Mouth, the perilous 
sea between Trinidad and Venezuela, to save his 
home. 

Genre:

Crime Drama with elements of 
Thriller and Neo Western 
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The Deliverer – Brief Synopsis
JOSEPH CHIKE; a fisherman on a hunger strike leads his wife VASHTI CHIKE, his son SANJAY and 
some villagers in protest of an oil refinery threatening to displace them off ancestral land. Police 
brutally terrorize them all. Out at sea, Joseph and Sanjay rescue a wounded drug runner SHANE 
KHAN near an old oil rig and hide him in a fish depot in the village. 

When ANITA MARAJ, a corrupt official suggests that Joseph pay her a bribe to save his home, he 
accepts Shane’s prior offer to traffic cocaine cross the rough ocean waters of Serpents Mouth; a 
dangerous 7 mile strait separating Trinidad and Venezuela, to raise the cash. 

After Joseph and Shane oust rival cartel threats, pay off crooked Coast Guards and secure 
impunity from SHADOW; a shady police inspector who distributes the blow, Joseph inveigles a 
handful of fishermen to expand their operation. 

As the cartel grows so do people’s greed for money and power. Joseph warns his envious half-
brother, MANO BROOKS against his allegiance to a rival Mexican cartel, but when Shane finds out 
about Mano’s double-dealing he murders him.

Now desperate to destroy the cartel, Joseph orchestrates Shane’s assassination, but when Shane 
uncovers the plot against him he retaliates with reprehensible force and Joseph must now find 
the courage to let go of the village if he is to truly deliver it and his family from Shane’s grasp. 
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“This is not a fight of the 
flesh, but of the spiritual.”

- Joseph Chike, The Deliverer
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The Deliverer
Look Book
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Joseph Chike, a desperate fisherman on a hunger strike leads his family and 

villagers in protest against a corrupt government who wants to destroy his fishing 

village to make way for an oil refinery project.
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VASHTI

I’m not stayin’ here no more Joe. It’s gettin’ dangerous now.

JOSEPH

If we leave now, what message that gonna say?
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Out at sea Joseph Marcel rescues Shane a wounded drug runner. Joseph brings 

him back to the village and hides him in an abandoned depot.
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Anita Maraj, a corrupt government Minister, blackmails Joseph into paying her a 

hefty bribe or get forced off his land. Joseph’s days are numbered.
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MANO

We at war with Maraj and the government…

JOSEPH

This is not the way.

Mano

It’s time for Action!
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Shane offers up a plan to raise the bribe money to pay off a Anita Maraj by trafficking 

cocaine across Serpents Mouth using fishing boats and the village as a front.
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SHANE

That’s worth 40,000 U.S. dollars anywhere in the States. We not selling it, just 

moving it.

JOE

I’m a fisherman. Not a drug dealer.
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Joseph desperately tries to keep the truth of the cartel a secret from both his 

family and the villagers. However, word gets out and rumors spreads. Joseph’s 

envious half brother; Mano partners with a rival cartel to depose Joseph and take 

control of the village.
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Now desperate to get out of the drug world, Joseph makes bold moves to free 

himself, his family and the village from Shane’s grasp, however, liberation comes 

at a very high price. 
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“Politics has a morality of 
it’s own.”

-Anita Maraj, Honorable Minister in Parliament.
The Deliverer
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Creative Team
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Paul Pryce
Co-Director/Writer

Notable Television credits as an actor include Netflix original 
series Marvel’s Jessica Jones, Unforgettable (A+E). Theatre: 
Hamlet with Academy Award nominee Paul Giamatti; Yale 
Repertory Theatre, Pericles; Prince of Tyre and Julius Caesar. 
As a writer producer his debut film; Come Out, Come Out 
(World Premiere; Cannes Short Film Corner 2017). His feature 
length screenplay for The Deliverer was a shortlisted finalist 
at the 2017 Sundance Institute Screenwriters Lab. An alum of 
the Yale School of Drama. Paul was born and raised in 
Trinidad and Tobago. 

Filmography (IMDb): S0.CI3.TY, Unforgettable, Jessica Jones, 
Snapshots, Missing
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Ron Morales
Co-Director

Ron’s debut feature film SANTA MESA (starring Oscar-winner 
Melissa Leo). His sophomore feature film GRACELAND won an 
audience award from Tribeca Film Festival 2012, Best 
Narrative Feature Award from San Diego Asian Film Festival 
2012. GRACELAND was one of five films shortlisted for 
Academy Award “Best Foreign Film” at the Academy of the 
Philippines and distributed by Drafthouse Films in 2013. 

Filmography IMDb: Santa Mesa, Graceland, Come Out Come 
Out, The Follower
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Lisa Wickham
Producer
She is the CEO of Imagine Media International 
Limited. Wickham is a producer-director of film, 
television, commercials and live events across 
the Caribbean, Canada and Africa. She is the 
host of the Caribbean Entertainment TV show 
The E-Zone which has been aired in 20 
Caribbean countries, in Canada on Omni 1 and 
in the US on Centric/BET J. Film credits include 
Home Again, Girlfriends Getaway and Hero Film 
(The Ulric Cross Story). Lisa has 40 years of 
experience in the media industry. 

www.imaginemediatt.com

Filmography IMDb: Home Again, Girlfriends’ 
Getaway, PAN! Our Music Odyssey, Hero.
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Highlights 
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• The feature length screenplay for The Deliverer was a 2017 Sundance Institute Screenwriting 
Finalist.

• The character of Shane Khan is inspired by real life Caribbean drug kingpin Nankissoon ‘Dole 
Chadee’ Boodram. He along with eight of his men were executed over four days by the 
government for the massacre of a family of four in Trinidad during the 1990s. It was 
rumored that Chadee had a number of high level government officials facilitating his drug 
trade.

• The Joseph Chike character and Chike Village are inspired by an activist who underwent a 
hunger strike and led a rural community in Trinidad in protest of a government funded 
highway projected to displace them of their land and destroy the surrounding mangrove.

• With the current humanitarian crisis unfolding in Venezuela following the collapse of their 
economy there has been an influx of refugees fleeing to neighboring Trinidad and an 
emerging trade where drugs are being bartered for food, diapers and soap in lieu of cash.
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Various titles that have 
inspired Serpents Mouth 
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The Deliverer - Trailers
Teaser Trailer 

Run time: 2 minutes

Visit www.thedeliverermovie.com

Proof of Concept Short Film (Available Upon Request)

Run time: 14 minutes
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“ Then do one run to Venezuela with me, 
just one, and I’ll get you the money you 

need to save your village.”
- Shane Khan, Serpents Mouth
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In Closing

This tale of ordinary people standing up to 
power is more relevant today than ever 
before. 

The unlikely partnership and the complexity 
of the relationship between Joseph and 
Shane under strenuous circumstances will 
make audiences question the boundaries of 
their own integrity when backed into a 
corner to protect their family and their 
home at all cost. 

This universal story embedded in a uniquely 
Caribbean space will resonate with 
audiences worldwide and deliver an 
incredibly satisfying entertainment 
experience.
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Contact

Paul Pryce: Writer/Co-Director

Email: paul@paulpryce.com

Tel: 646 579 2994

Visit us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram  
@thedeliverermovie

Website: www.thedeliverermovie.com
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